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Abstract—The existing lottery-based consensus algorithms,
such as Proof-of-Work, and Proof-of-Stake, are mostly used
for blockchain-based financial technology applications. Similarly,
the Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithms do provide consensus
finality, yet they are either communications intensive, vulnerable
to Denial-of-Service attacks, poorly scalable, or have a low faulty
node tolerance level. Moreover, these algorithms are not designed
for the Internet of Things systems that require near-real-time
transaction confirmation, maximum fault tolerance, and appro-
priate transaction validation rules. Hence, we propose “Pledge,”
a unique Proof-of-Honesty based consensus protocol to reduce
the possibility of malicious behavior during blockchain consensus.
Pledge also introduces the Internet of Things centric transaction
validation rules. Initial experimentation shows that Pledge is
economical and secure with low communications complexity and
low latency in transaction confirmation.

Index Terms—Blockchain consensus, Byzantine Fault Toler-
ance, distributed consensus, proof of honesty, miner selection,
block proposer's integrity, transaction validation rules, Internet
of Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are two main approaches to network consensus
in blockchain-based applications: Nakamoto consensus and
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT). Nakamoto consensus [1] is
a Proof-of-Work (PoW) based protocol that is proved to be
computationally intensive. Moreover, due to the probabilistic
nature of the Nakamoto consensus, temporary forks occur,
which are likely to cause latency in TX confirmation, thus
resulting in low TX throughput [2]. This delay in TX
confirmation is not suitable for most of the real/near-real-time
IoT systems requiring instant TX finality. In addition, [3] also
highlighted numerous security risks in PoW-based blockchains.
On the other hand, traditional BFT algorithms such as Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [4]–[6], and Delegated
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (DBFT) [7], select the next block
proposer in a round-robin fashion and use multiple rounds
of explicit voting by a limited number of chosen validators

to achieve consensus. Moreover, BFT-based protocols are
also susceptible to DoS attacks due to their dependence on
weak timing assumptions for liveliness [8], [9]. Consequently,
weak synchrony also adversely affects the throughput of such
systems [8].

Although voting-based BFT consensus protocols provide
consensus finality yet a significant problem is scalability
concerning the number of validator nodes [10]. The
scalability problem can be attributed to multiple rounds
of communications, which often involve as many as O(n2)
messages per round [4]. BFT protocols also fail to operate
correctly in the presence of more than 1/3 faulty/malicious
nodes. Hence, there is a strong fault-threshold assumption in
BFT protocols that at least two-thirds of nodes are honest [5].

Correspondingly, to resolve the issue of nothing at stake,
Clique, a Proof-of-Authority based consensus protocol [11] was
developed. It seems that Clique was inspired from a statement
of Warren Buffet [12], where he said that “It takes twenty
years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you
think about that, you will do things differently.” Hence, Clique
puts the users' real-world identities (IDs)/reputation at stake.
To establish the authenticity of user IDs, the public notaries
being the trusted parties perform the on-chain ID verification
[11]. However, it is believed that the integration of a public
notary or such a government entity to a private/consortium
blockchain will take some time to realize due to a lack of
legislation/rules and policies on the subject. Moreover, the
validation of identities by a trusted third party is against the
decentralization spirit of the blockchain.

Concerning TX validation rules, currently, Bitcoin
blockchain validates a TX based on its format, valid signatures,
and the fact that it has not been previously spent [9], [13].
On the other hand, Ethereum validates the format, signatures,
nonce, gas, and account balance of the sender's account [14].
Whereas, in Hyperledger Fabric, TXs are executed, and signed
by the endorser nodes, followed by the ordering of TXs in
blocks by the Ordering Service. Lastly, all the committing



peers, check TX read-write set, and endorsement policies
before appending blocks to their copy of the blockchain [15].
However, there is a question about the applicability of the
existing rules to the TXs in blockchain-based IoT systems that
are vulnerable to cyber-attacks [9], [16]. Hence, a targeted or
even a generic malware attack can infect a lot of IoT devices
[17]. Therefore, TX validation rules of cryptocurrency may not
be adequate for TXs initiated by IoT devices. Consequently,
there is a requirement of an IoT-centric consensus protocol
that must: conform to IoT-oriented TX validation rules, prevent
DoS attacks (exploiting timing assumptions), provide increased
fault tolerance (> 1/3 faulty nodes), and near instantaneous
TX confirmation with low communications complexity.

Correspondingly, a lot of work has been done on
blockchain-based IoT applications, such as [9], [18]–[20].
Nonetheless, these studies focus on the methodology of
employing blockchain technology in eHealth, smart homes,
and other areas. Also, there has been some work done on
trust management or reputation systems in the blockchain
environment [21]–[25]. However, these schemes have either
weak assumption that users are honest in their ratings of
other peers or they do not cater for the presence of malicious
actors in the network. Also, few of these either rely on a third
party such as an attribute provider (AP) to provide authentic
credentials/attributes for the users, or they are bandwidth-
intensive. Moreover, these schemes are vulnerable to various
attacks against reputation systems including discrimination
[26], traitors [27], and slandering attacks [25].

Hence, we present “Pledge,” a Proof-of-Honesty (PoH)
based consensus protocol with IoT-oriented TX validation
scheme. This is an extended version of our previous work
[28]. Pledge aims to reduce the participation of faulty,
corrupt/malicious, and non-performing nodes in the consensus
process, thereby increasing the fault tolerance to the maximum.
Pledge is a PoH-based consensus protocol in which the block
proposers are selected based upon the cumulative score of
their honesty attributes. Whereas, the attributes are collected
internally from the blockchain. Hence, we take advantage of
the inherent benefits of blockchain, i.e., data immutability,
ability to operate in a trustless environment, and protection
against data forgery. Consequently, no trusted IDP (Identity
Provider), AP, Notary Public, or a third party is required to
validate the attributes. Therefore, it is nearly impossible to
forge or emulate fake honesty attributes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section-II
unfolds the properties of an ideal consensus protocol, Pledge
methodology, and context-aware TX validation rules. In
Section-III, comprehensive security and performance analysis
of Pledge is presented. Finally, conclusions and future work
are highlighted in Section-IV.

II. THE PLEDGE PROTOCOL

Before getting into the details of the Pledge protocol, it
is important to first sift through the properties of an ideal
consensus protocol for blockchain-based IoT systems.

A. Properties of an Ideal IoT-centric Consensus Protocol

• Fairness. All nodes should have an equal chance of being
selected as the block proposer.

• Investment. The cost of the block proposer selection
process should be proportional to the value gained from it.

• Verification. It should be relatively simple to verify that
the block proposer was legitimately selected [29].

• Honesty. Nodes participating in the consensus process
should have a high probability of being honest.

• Termination. All honest nodes finally decide on a block.

• Agreement. All honest nodes agree on the same block.

• Validity. The block that is being agreed upon should be
from a legitimate node [30].

• Consensus Finality. A block once agreed upon and
appended to the digital ledger, is not removed any time
later [10].

• BFT. The consensus protocol should be able to propose
a valid block even in the presence of a greater number of
faulty, corrupt, or malicious nodes.

• Unforgeability. The block proposer selection process
should be unforgeable, and no node should be able to
emulate fake attributes.

• Security. The system should be resilient against common
attacks on reputation systems, and also does not subvert
the fundamental security guarantees of the blockchain.

• Decentralization. The consensus protocol should not
be quasi-centralized by abandoning the decentralization
property of the blockchain.

• Scalability. The consensus algorithm should scale well
with the increase in the number of network nodes without
increasing the communications complexity.

B. Pledge Methodology

The design of the Pledge is based on certain assumptions.
Assumptions. There is a likelihood of Byzantine failures in
the blockchain network. Correspondingly, the Byzantine nodes
are not expected to follow the protocol. Moreover, an adversary
may control and manipulate the behavior of the nodes resulting
in deteriorated performance. The adversary may also disrupt
the communications and split the network. Nonetheless, being
a consortium blockchain with identity management (IDM), it is



TABLE I
ATTRIBUTES’ WEIGHT CRITERIA AND RANGE OF SCORE

Attributes Weight Criteria
Attribute Score

Min Max
Blockchain protocol ver (PV ) Ver up-to-date or not -1 for old ver 1 for latest ver

Client ver CV Ver up-to-date or not -1 for old ver 1 for latest ver

Network ID (NID) Correct or not -10 for incorrect ID 1 for correct ID

Number of valid blocks proposed (BF ) 1 mk for each block 0 f

TX count in the previous valid blocks
(BTXC ) 1 mk for every TX 0 c

Number of TXs sent (TXS ) 1 mk for every TX 0 s

Number of TXs received (TXR) 1 mk for every TX 0 r

TX errors (TXE ) -10 mk for every error -e 0

Number of pending TXs (TXP ) -1 mk for every pending TX -p 0

Is the node listening for peers? (LG) -10 mks for not listening -10 1

Number of connected peers (PN ) 2 mks for each connection 0 n

very difficult for the malicious nodes to impersonate other hon-
est nodes. Lastly, it is assumed that a typical private/consortium
blockchain-based IoT system comprises a large number of
resource constrained end-nodes (IoT devices). Besides, it has
a limited number of full-nodes (potential block proposers) that
can generate new blocks and maintain a copy of the blockchain.
Hence, the term “node” in this paper refers to a full-node.
Pledge Protocol. When a new block is published, or the blocks
proposed by the proposers of the last round are rejected, the
consensus process to select the next pair of block proposers
starts. As shown in Fig. 1, an honesty metric (HMat), is
computed and maintained for all the registered full-nodes
(potential block proposers) on the blockchain. Hence, when-
ever a block is successfully appended to the blockchain, an
event [31] is triggered that starts the process of updating
the HMat for every node based on the predefined attributes
extracted/computed through the blockchain. The value of each
attribute is obtained and weighted to compute the HMat for ev-
ery node. Subsequently, a cumulative HMat score is calculated
for each node, i.e., HMAT1CumScore, HMAT2CumScore,
and HMAT3CumScore respectively for Node 1, Node 2, Node
3, and so on. Next, a priority list of K honest nodes is
formed based on HonestyMAT , which comprises the individ-
ual HMatCumScore of all the nodes.

The nodes with HMATCumScore >= HMATThreshold
form part of the K honest nodes list. It is followed by a ran-
dom selection of “Primary” and “Secondary” block proposers
for the next block, from the K honest nodes. Finally, the
primary proposes a new block followed by the validation of
its HMATCumScore and TXs in the proposed block by the
rest of the K honest nodes before that block is committed.
If there is any violation of the TX validation rules or the
HMATCumScore of the primary was not computed correctly,
the proposed block is rejected, the primary is blacklisted,
its owner organization is reprimanded, and a new block is
introduced by the secondary proposer. The same checks are
performed on the blocks proposed by the secondary proposer
as well, and if a block is valid, then it is accepted and appended
to the chain by all the nodes. Otherwise, secondary is also

blacklisted, and new primary and secondary block proposers
are selected for the current round. Finally, when the block is
accepted and appended to the blockchain, the next round of
HonestyMAT computation, and selection of a new primary
and a secondary block proposer starts.

The biggest challenge in this process is selecting the at-
tributes that optimally describe the honest behavior of the nodes
and further help identify faulty, malicious, and Byzantine nodes.
These attributes may differ for every blockchain technology
such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, etc. However,
we have determined some traits common to every blockchain
platform. As shown in Fig. 1, the first three attributes, including
the blockchain protocol version running on the node, the client
application version, and the network ID, may contribute to the
faulty or impaired behavior by a node. Whereas the rest of
the attributes such as the number of valid blocks proposed, the
total number of TXs included in the valid blocks, TX errors,
number of TXs sent and received, number of pending TXs at
a particular moment, number of connected peers, and whether
the node is listening for peers or not, reflect the conscientious
performance of the node. If a node is honest, its performance
would be exceptional as it will mine more blocks with the
maximum possible number of TXs in a block. An honest node
is also expected to be connected to most of its neighboring
nodes and process a high number of TXs. Depending upon the
type of blockchain platform, some other attributes can also be
included, such as for Bitcoin or any other fintech blockchain,
the total reward earned by a node, number of confirmations for
the TXs, and number of blocks relayed can be considered.

Additionally, inactivity can also be an attribute such that
any period of inactivity higher than time ∆t will earn a
negative score for each period of non-activity exceeding ∆t.
Similarly, for Proof-of-Stake (PoS) based blockchains, current
balance can be one of the attributes. In addition to the specific
aspects, certain facets resonating misbehavior of the nodes, and
anomalies in their performance, can be detected by employing
a layer of deep learning over the blockchain network.



Fig. 1. Pledge methodology.

C. Computing HMATCumScore

In this section, we will illustrate the approach adopted to
model HMATCumScore in respect of a node based on the
weighted sum of its character traits/attributes. This model is not
a hard and fast rule; instead, it may vary from system to system

Fig. 2. Probability of being malicious.

based upon the sensitivity/criticality of the application. Table-
I shows the attributes that are evaluated, the weight/scoring
criteria, and the range of minimum (min) and maximum (max)
values for each attribute. The min HMATCumScore a node
can secure is defined by (1), and the max HMATCumScore
score that can be achieved by a node is represented by (2).

HMATMinCumScore = −22 − eTXE − pTXP (1)

HMATMaxCumScore = 4 + fBF + cBTXC

+ sTXS + rTXR + nPN (2)

Taking into account the HMATMinCumScore, and
HMATMaxCumScore, ideally the probability of a node being
malicious P (m) (as shown in Fig. 2) is close to one, if the
node's HMATCumScore is equal to HMATMinCumScore.
However, practically the probability of having a malicious node
can be calculated as

P (m) =

!
1, Malicious node
ax + b

0, Honest node

where x is a random variable that represents
HMATCumScore. Accordingly, the slope of the line
(ax+ b) can be defined as:

x2 − x1

y2 − y1
=

HMATMax − HMATMin

0 − 1
(3)

Correspondingly the point-slope form can be represented as
(4):

P (m) =
−1

HMATMax − HMATMin
× x

+
HMATMax

HMATMax − HMATMin
+ 1 (4)

which can be further simplified to:

P (m) =
−x + HMATMax

HMATMax − HMATMin
(5)

Now, by substituting (1) and (2) into (5), we can calculate
the probability of a node being malicious, i.e,. P (m), while
HMin ≤ x ≤ HMax:

P (m) =
−x + 4 + fBF + cBTXC + sTXS + rTXR + nPN

26 + fBF + cBTXC + sTXS + rTXR + nPN + eTXE + pTXP

(6)



Another important aspect is modelling the
HMATThreshold, such that at a particular moment all the
nodes that have HMATCumScore >= HMATThreshold,
will be included in the list of K eligible block proposers.
Consequently, the probability of a node being malicious
will be less than 0.5, if the node’s HMATCumScore >
HMATThreshold. Hence, we define HMATThreshold to
be the average (avg) value of HMATMax and HMATMin,
which can be represented by (7):

x =
−18 + fBF + cBTXC + sTXS + rTXR + nPN − eTXE − pTXP

2
(7)

HMATThreshold being the avg of the HMATMax, and
HMATMin, is dynamic and will rise with the increase in
HMATMax, as the honest nodes continue to perform better
with the passage of time.

D. IoT-Oriented TX Validation

In our previous work [9], we identified the need for IoT-
oriented TX validation rules, and also proposed a way forward.
The foremost requirement for IoT systems is that the TXs
should be validated based on context-aware TX validation
rules. It is essential since every new TX in IoT is mostly
independent of the previous TX, and a hardware malfunction,
software bug, or a change in environmental conditions can
induce variations in the sensor readings. The context-aware TX
validation rules not only protect against malfunctioned sensors
but also against malicious block proposers. Therefore, IoT TX
validation rules should be carefully drafted, and they must
incorporate environmental context based on the deployment
scenario. This methodology can be described clearly with the
help of a smart home and supply chain management system
case study shown in Figure-3.

1) Smart Home: In a smart home scenario, during winters,
if the temperature sensor installed in a room initiates a TX
showing the temperature below threshold, e.g., 2oC, to ignite
the fireplace. This TX will only be considered valid if, during
time ∆t (∆t can be any value depending upon IoT application,
in which co-located sensors can observe the same event and
report upon it), another sensor installed in the same room also
initiates a TX indicating the occurrence of the same event,
i.e., falling of temperature below the defined threshold. Such
confirmation will not only protect against random faults in
the sensors but also ensure validation of the TXs based on
multiple sensors readings. Depending on the sensitivity of the
location/application, multiple cross-checks can be included as
rules to verify different types of TXs initiated by IoT sensors.

2) Supply Chain Management (SCM): Let us suppose that a
shipment of frozen food is being monitored for swift movement
on a pre-defined route from point A to point X (as shown
in Figure-3). Therefore, when the shipper initiates a TX con-
firming that the shipment has reached the desired customer at
location X, this TX will only be considered valid if, during

TABLE II
STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR THE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Storage Requirement
(Bytes)

Blockchain Protocol Ver PV One
Client Ver CV One
Network ID NID One
Valid Blocks Finalized BF Four
Valid TX Count in the Valid Blocks BTXC Four
TXs Sent TXS Four
TXs Received TXR Four
TXs Errors TXE Four
TXs Pending TXP Four
Is the Node Listening LP One
Number of Connected Peers PN Two

time ∆t (∆t can be any value depending upon IoT application,
in which co-located sensors can observe the same event and
report upon it), some of the GPS sensors attached to the frozen
food package also initiate TXs indicating the exact location
of the package. The package's GPS sensors can be easily
programmed to initiate a TX, once the consignment reaches
location X. These cross-checks will not only protect against
any TX initiated with malicious intent by the shipper but also
detect a malfunctioned IoT sensor.

III. SECURITY GUARANTEES AND PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS

Pledge offers numerous security guarantees with a scalable
performance by satisfying most of the requirements of an
optimal consensus protocol discussed in Section II-A.

A. Fairness

Every node has an equal chance of being elected as a
primary or a secondary block proposer if it satisfies the
HMATThreshold requirement.

B. Investment

The leader selection process in Pledge is neither compu-
tationally expensive like PoW nor does it require specialized
hardware, as in the case of PoET [32]. Hence, the computation,
energy, and storage costs of selecting a block proposer are very
economical. E.g., Depending upon the number of attributes to
be evaluated for the computation of HMATCumScore (eleven
attributes in our case), there are eleven get operations to read
the state of desired attributes from the blockchain. The storage
requirement for these attributes as shown in Table-II, sums
up to be at the most thirty bytes. Moreover, the computation
of HMATCumScore for a particular node requires one add
operation.

Correspondingly, to measure the cost of computing the
HonestyMat, and selection of the two block proposers, a
simulation of Pledge protocol was run on Ethereum blockchain.
The experimentation was performed using the Remix-Ethereum



Fig. 3. IoT TX validation rules.

Fig. 4. Transaction cost vs Number of nodes

IDE compiler version 0.5.19 [33], and Geth (Go Ethereum)
version 1.8.27 deployed on a machine configured with an Intel
Core i5, 6th generation processor, and 8GB RAM. As shown in
Fig. 4, avg TX cost (in terms of gas) was computed by running
thirty iterations of the Pledge protocol for each set of nodes
varying from ten to hundred (total 300 iterations). It can be seen
that the TX cost increases linearly with the number of network
nodes. The avg increase in the TX cost is 6, 46, 071, with the
addition of every set of ten new nodes. Nonetheless, considering
the ethereum block gas limit of 8, 000, 000 (8 million) gas for a
block [34], and gas consumption of under 6500000 (6.5 million)
for hundred nodes, it can be concluded that the proposed PoH-
based block proposer selection process is relatively economical
in terms of computational costs.

Fig. 5. Probability of a node being malicious.

C. Verification

All the nodes in the network continuously try to improve
their performance so that they increase their probability of being
selected into the list of K honest nodes and finally get elected as
block proposers. However, the verification of such a selection
is straightforward. When a primary and the secondary block
proposers generate a new block, the rest of the nodes in the list
of K nodes run the get operation to retrieve the latest state of
the attributes in respect of the block proposer, and compute the
HMATCumScore for verification by running just one addition
operation and a logical match operation.

D. Honesty

As per (7), the probability of a node being malicious is
less than 0.5 if its HMATCumScore > HMATThreshold.



Fig. 6. Consensus termination and block agreement, a) Normal scenario. b) Split network.

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, the experimental results show
that the probability of a node being malicious (as discussed in
Section II-C) is linear with respect to its HMATCumScore.
Also, this linearity is independent of the number of nodes in
the network. Correspondingly, the lower the HMATCumScore
of a node is, the higher is the probability of the node being
malicious. Similarly, to raise the criteria of a node being
honest and to be included in the list of the K honest nodes,
the threshold can be raised so that only the nodes with low
probability of being malicious, e.g., 0.4, or 0.3, are eligible to
be selected as the primary or secondary block proposers.

Moreover, to motivate the nodes to continuously perform
honestly and achieve maximum HMATCumScore, the block
reward/TX fee is distributed proportionally among all the
K honest nodes as per their ranking in the list, i.e., the
node with highest HMATCumScore gets the maximum share,
and the node with the lowest HMATCumScore gets the
smallest share. Hence, the nodes strive to achieve maximum
HMATCumScore to get the maximum share of the block
reward.

E. Termination and Agreement

As shown in Fig. 6a, Pledge protocol assures that under
normal circumstances, when the primary (N1), and secondary
(N2) block proposers propose the block following the proto-
col/TX validation rules and the block is agreed upon by all the
other nodes, the consensus process terminates. This property
holds even if N1 fails to propose a valid block at the first
instance. Besides, considering the adversary's power to disrupt
the communications and split the network, Pledge can still
perform with consistency. In this context (as shown in Fig. 6b),
to continue the consensus process, the network half comprising
those honest nodes that have collectively proposed more blocks
than the other half in the last R (eleven in this case) consensus
rounds, continues to submit new blocks. Whereas, the other

network half waits and synchronize its chain once the network
topology is restored. It is imperative to mention that even if
the network splits, still both the network halves can get the
information about block proposers of the last eleven rounds
(before split) from their copy of the blockchain. Moreover, in
another scenario, a node may get delayed blocks due to network
latency. In such a case, to avoid forks and to protect against
the false invalidation of legitimate blocks, the network nodes
always wait for the block that points to the block with the
highest index in their local chain. Therefore, even if a node
receives some blocks in random order, it will append the blocks
to its local copy of the chain based on their index number in
ascending order.

F. BFT

It is expected that the faulty/malicious nodes may not
follow the protocol specifications and behave erratically. Pledge
reduces the possibility of Byzantine behavior by a node during
the consensus process by putting the node's integrity at stake.
Hence, if a node proposes a block with invalid TXs, it is
banished, and removed from the list of K honest nodes.
Moreover, requisite clarification and corrective action is sought
from the owner organization. Also, as a deterrence to others,
the responsible organization is banned from participating in the
consensus process for seventy-two hours, thus losing valued
share of the TX fees. Depending upon the nature of the
blockchain network, the organization may also be issued with
a financial penalty (mechanism of issuing a financial penalty is
not covered in this work). Moreover, the non-performing node's
software is re-installed and it is also reconfigured to get rid of
any software bug or malicious payload. Besides, the context-
aware TX validation rules introduced in this paper let the nodes
easily detect any malicious change in the value of a particular
sensor during TX validation before committing a new block.

Moreover, as the block proposer is selected from a list of K



honest nodes, the likelihood of participation of malicious/non-
performing nodes in the block proposal and consensus process,
i.e., validation of proposed blocks, is reduced to a great extent.
Hence, it is presumed that till the time there are at least two
honest nodes in the list of K honest nodes, the consensus
process is safe from most of the faults.

G. Unforgeability

The HonestyMat is computed based on attributes ob-
tained from the blockchain. Hence, due to the distributed and
immutable nature of blockchain, peers/nodes cannot emulate
attributes or forge any change in respective HMatCumScore.
Similarly, Pledge is resilient to forged trust where malicious
users may create fake IDs to create a spam farm to boost their
trust ratings.

H. Sybil Attack

The participation of only registered nodes in the consensus
process based on HMATCumScore reduces the risk of a Sybil
attack.

I. Targeted Attacks

The selection of K honest nodes based on their bona fide
performance and further randomization to select the block
proposers avoids targeted attacks by the adversaries against the
next deterministic block proposer.

J. Trustless Operation

Pledge does not use any Peer-to-peer (P2P) reputation or
trust model to generate the Honesty Metrics to avoid unfair
rating and collusion attacks. Also, Pledge does not rely on
a third party, such as an AP or a trusted IDP, to provide
node attributes. Instead, the attributes for the computation of
HonestyMat are directly obtained from the blockchain. The
idea of generating, storing, and extracting attributes from the
blockchain can avoid most of the trust issues concerning the
acquisition of attributes [25], [35]–[38]. Similarly, Pledge also
avoids some of the significant attacks against reputation sys-
tems, including discrimination [26], traitors [27], and slandering
attacks [25].

K. Whitewashing Attack

It is very likely that Pledge contains the effects of a White-
washing attack [25], i.e., when the honesty score of a node
becomes very low, he leaves the network and then joins later
with a new pseudonym. Although acquiring a new pseudonym
requires approval in a consortium blockchain, however, still
to prevent an insider attack, Pledge provides a disincentive to
the nodes for rejoining the network with a new ID. Therefore,
when a new node joins the network, his honesty score is below
HMATThreshold, due to lack of performance in the system.

Thus, a malicious node stands no chance of being included in
the list of K eligible nodes. Hence, the nodes with low honesty
scores have no option other than to improve their performance
and keep their attributes as per the required standard/threshold.
However, there is a possibility that with the help of an inside
attacker, a malicious node is successful in getting into the
list of the K eligible nodes, and randomly gets elected for
the block proposal. To counter such eventualities, whenever a
primary block proposer broadcasts a new block, all the other
honest nodes (in the list of K nodes) verify that whether the
block proposer's HMATCumScore was computed legitimately
or not. In case the primary proposer is found to be malicious,
the block proposed by the primary is rejected, and the secondary
proposer's block is validated and accepted in the same way.

L. Protection against Non-Performing Nodes

Another vital aspect is the accountability of the nodes that
violate the consensus rules or fail to surpass HMATThreshold.
It is envisaged that the nodes that fail to get into the list of
K eligible nodes for time δt equivalent to the duration of a
number Z of consecutive published blocks, they are blacklisted.
Where Z depends upon the the sensitivity/criticality of the
system. Hence, if the system failure has serious security or
safety implications, then Z can be set as the lowest as possible.
E.g., if a node fails to get into the list of K eligible block
proposers for eleven consecutive blocks, it will be blacklisted.
Similarly, if a node's conduct is erratic and it performs below
the threshold in between the episodes of making into the group
of eligible block proposers, such a node's behavior is measured
by analyzing node's last eleven HMATCumScores. If it has
secured below threshold score for six or more times (this can
change depending upon the criticality/sensitivity of the IoT
system), it is blacklisted.

M. Replay Attacks

To protect against replay/double-spending attacks, every TX
initiated by a particular node/client application has a sequence
number in addition to the timestamp. Hence, a particular node
cannot generate another TX with a higher timestamp but a lower
or same sequence number as the previous one.

N. Decentralization

The random selection of a primary and a secondary block
proposer protects the system from quasi-centralization. Other-
wise, few most honest nodes may have the monopoly to mine
every new block, and they may try to play foul with the system.
Instead, the system gets more decentralized as the network
expands. It is because the list of K eligible nodes is likely
to extend with more number of nodes satisfying the threshold
HMATCumScore. Hence, the probability of a node to be
selected as a primary or a secondary block proposer decreases
with the increase in the number of nodes in the list of K nodes.
However, preventing quasi-centralization has an associated risk,



Fig. 7. CPU time to execute Pledge protocol vs Number of nodes.

i.e., the random selection of two block proposers from a list of
K eligible nodes based on the threshold score entails selection
of those nodes that have the probability of being malicious
equal to 0.5. However, depending upon the sensitivity of the
IoT application, the threshold can be raised to decrease the
probability of selecting a possibly malicious node. Similarly,
for systems that are not concerned about quasi-centralization,
the primary and the secondary block proposers can always
be selected from the top x% of the nodes with the highest
HMATCumScore.

O. Scalability

The proposed scheme does not require energy and computa-
tionally intensive PoW for the selection of a block proposer. The
computation of the HonestyMat requires meagre resources.
Moreover, the Pledge does not require excessive communication
rounds to vote on the eligibility of the blocks or to propagate
reputation scores between peers. Hence, there are no communi-
cation overheads other than routine TX and block propagation
messages. Moreover, Pledge is scalable with an increase in the
number of nodes as the list of K eligible nodes is dynamic.
It includes all the nodes that have HMATCumScore greater
than or equal to the threshold.

Hence, the increase in the number of nodes does not affect
the performance of the consensus process. Moreover, the logic
for selecting a primary and a secondary block proposer is that
in case the primary block proposer fails to propose a block in
time ζt, then to avoid latency in TX confirmation by starting the
process all over again, the secondary node proposes the block.

Additionally, to measure the latency in TX confirmation,
we measured the avg CPU time for the execution of Pledge
protocol (including computation of HonestyMat, and selection
of Primary and Secondary block proposers) for a range of
nodes varying from ten to hundred. We had total hundred
iterations of the experiment for ten different sets of nodes.
As shown in Fig. 7, although the avg CPU time rises with
the increase in the number of nodes, yet for a hundred nodes

the computation time is merely 35.47 ms. Moreover, even if
the number of potential block proposers/full nodes increases to
two thousand (which is very unlikely in a consortium/private
blockchain) the latency in TX confirmation is expected to be
720 ms, which is still under one sec. Hence, it can be concluded
that for a private/consortium blockchain settings, the latency in
TX confirmation is very nominal and Pledge performs better
than Bitcoin (TX confirmation is after 2-6 blocks, i.e., 10-
60 mins) [40], IoTA (No specific time as it varies from 2-3
mins to even 30 mins depending upon the rate of input of
new TXs in the network) [41], and Ethereum (15 sec) [40].
It is also inferred that a block proposed by an honest node,
once accepted by the other honest nodes, would not be later
purged from the chain. Correspondingly, a detailed comparison
of the security and performance efficiency of PoH versus some
renowned consensus protocols is shown in Table-III.

P. Limitations and A Way Forward

In addition to the security guarantees, we have also per-
ceived certain limitations of the Pledge protocol, that require
further research.

• HMATThreshold vs. Network Bootstrapping: The cur-
rent selection of HMATThreshold as the avg value of
HMATMax and HMATMin scores seems workable once
the blockchain network is running for some time. How-
ever, it is observed that in the current form, the avg value
may not provide the desired security once the network is
being bootstrapped. Because at the start of the blockchain
network, all the block proposers will have almost the
same HMATMin score. Hence, the block proposer’s
selection will rely upon random selection from the list
of K eligible nodes for quite some time. Therefore, there
is a requirement of working out an appropriate value of
HMATCumScore for validator nodes as a starting point.
One option in this regard may be a random allocation of
HMATCumScore at the start to bootstrap the network.

• Adding a New Node to the Pledge Consensus: Currently,
there is a question mark on how to onboard a new node
into the honesty-based consensus protocol. It is perceived
that it would take a long time for a new node to catch up
with other nodes that already have a high honesty score.

• Attributes from Blockchain: At the moment, only eleven
attributes (listed in Table-I) have been identified, which
seems common to most of the blockchain protocols.
However, in practice, there would be a requirement of
extracting those attributes from the blockchain protocol
that best describes the integrity and the performance of
the block proposer nodes in a specific blockchain network.
Therefore, it is envisaged that this aspect has to be catered
for while developing a blockchain platform. The desired
attributes can be directly measured from the blockchain
using inbuilt functions, such as methods/functions avail-
able in web3.js library to interact with the Ethereum
blockchain.



TABLE III
SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CONSENSUS PROTOCOLS

Features PoW PoS PoET PBFT IoTA PoH
Area of application Fintech Fintech Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple

Type of Blockchain Permissionless Permissionless and
Permissioned

Permissionless and
Permissioned Permissioned Permissionless Currently

Permissioned

Vulnerabilities 51% attack

51% attack,
and malicious
collusion of rich
stakeholders

Node compromise
Fault tolerance of
1/3 faulty nodes,
and DoS attack

vulnerability of
Curl-P-27 hash
function, and
signature forging
attacks [39]

Low
HMATThreshold
at the start of the
network, hence,
probability of a
node being selected
as a primary or
secondary block
proposer is high
with less number
of nodes in the
network

Address nothing at stake
problem No No No No No Yes

Energy costs High Low Low Low Low Low

Computation costs High Low Low Low Low Low

Communication
complexity Low Low Low High Low Low

Consensus Finality Probabilistic Probabilistic Probabilistic Instant Probabilistic Instant

Blockchain Forks Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

TX latency (Based on
consensus finality) High Low Low Low Moderate Low

Scalable Yes Yes Yes

Poor scalability
concerning
the number of
validating nodes

Yes Yes

The requirement of spe-
cial hardware

Yes (mostly for
mining) No Yes No No No

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed “Pledge,” a unique Proof-of-
Honesty (PoH) based block proposer selection protocol that
incorporates an IoT-centric TX validation scheme. Pledge re-
duces the probability of participation by non-performing, and
potentially Byzantine nodes in the consensus process by re-
stricting the block proposal responsibility to a couple of honest
nodes in the network. It also prevents Sybil attack, avoids
quasi-centralization, and averts various attacks against the rep-
utation systems. Pledge is currently designed for consortium
blockchains. However, with requisite modifications, it can be
deployed in public blockchains as well. Based on our initial
experiments and analysis, it is ascertained that Pledge not only
satisfies most of the security requirements discussed in this
paper but is also computationally efficient with an insignificant
change in communications overhead. In the future, we aim
to develop a working prototype of Pledge Protocol including
a customized blockchain to further analyze the security and
performance indicators of the proposed scheme.
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